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Season's Greetings 

Richard Wingfield 

The Van's RV crew (from left): Boyd Goldman, Martin and Claudia Sutter, Red Marron, Barbara and 
Jim Erskine, and Mats Reher. Richard Wingfield is not shown. 
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By Red Marron 

It was 7:00 a.m. August 26 at the Fox 51 fuel 
pumps in Denton. Four RV-6s rendezvoused, and 
were topping off their tanks for a cross-country 
flight to Hillsboro. Oregon. Our destination was 
Van's Annual Homecoming. 

Richard Wingfield and Mats Reher, Jim and 
Barbara Erskine, :\fartin and Claudia Sutter, 
Boyd Goldman and myself all took off and 
climbed out for 8.500 feet with Tucumcari NM as 
our first destination. 

We tuned our radios to 122.75 and picked up 
Bob and Catherine Brashear with a flight of 3 
more RVs enroute to Van's also . They were 
planning on stops in Liberal KS, Laramie_ WY, 
and Twin Falls ID, where Bob's brother hves. 

Martin Sutter served as our flight director. 
This being his third trip to Van's, he had picked 
out some of the best routes. The rest of us all 
took turns as the lead plane in the loose forma
tion we flew. 

After refueling at Tucumcari, it was off to 
Farmington NM, crossing over Santa Fe at . 
10,500. Arriving at Farmington, Richard, who 

cont'd on page 4 



DISCLAIMER 
We would like to make you aware that as always, in 

past, present, and future, any communication issued by 
EXPERIMENT AL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION, 
CHAPTER ONE SIXTY-EIGHT, INC., regardless of the 
form, format, and/or media used which includes, but is 
not limited to HANGAR ECHOES and audio/video 
recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing 
house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience 
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc., 
does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no 
responsibility or liability is expressed or implied and you 
are without recourse to anyone. Any event announced 
and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information 
only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, 
involvement, control or direction of any event (this 
includes Oshkosh). Please read, listen, enjoy, and be 
careful out there. 

Director's Meeting, November 11, 1993 

The December Meeting will be on 12/7, this will be 
our annual Christmas Party and White Elephant Gift 
exchange. 

The December Fly-in will be on 12/11 at Aero Country 
hosted by Ann and Mel Asberry and Clair Button. The 
Cafe will be used for lunch. 

The January H.E. assembly will be at Ann and Mel 
Asberry's house on 12/28. 

The '93 year end Treasurer's Report will be presented 
at the January '94 Meeting. 

Joint Chapter Fly-ins with Chapter 34 were discussed. 
Chapter 34 has a hangar at Hicks Airfield. 

A possible January Meeting program was discussed. 
Discussion was held on the requirement for EAA 

National membership for Chapter members. The Chapter 
database needs updating of its member's EAA member
ship number. A roster will be passed around at the 
Meetings to collect updates. 

The preparations for the December Christmas party 
were discussed. 

Attendance by Directors at the BOD Meetings was 
discussed. 

December Calendar 

7 Regular Meeting 
Farmers Branch Comm. Ctr. 6:00 pm - 9:45 pm 

11 Fly-in 
16 Director's Meeting 

Farmers Branch Comm. Ctr. 7:00 pm - 8:45 pm 

28 Hangar Echoes Assembly 
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FARMERS BRA.NCH COMMUNITY BUILDING 
SENIOR ACTIVITY CENTER :;919 AMBER LANE 
First Tuesday of eaoh month, 6:30 - 9:00 PM 

The January issue of Hangar Echoes will be 
assembled at Ann and Mel Asberry's house on 
December 28, 1993 starting at 7:00 pm. The 
address is; 

6524 Alamo Court 
Plano, 517-5070 

The December 11th Fly-in will be hosted by 
Ann & Mel Asberry and Ellen & Clair Button at 
Aero Country Airport in McKinney. The hangars 
are at the Northwest end of the field. The 
Windsock Cafe will be used for lunch. As usual, 
the Fly-in will run from 1000 to 1400. 
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Greetings to all! Time flies by, it's newsletter 

time again. Our Airport Meeting last month was 
at Hudson Airport in Mesquite. We had a fine 
Fly-in, flew four Young Eagles, cooked some hot 
dogs, and socialized. Thanks go out to Bob 
Miller for getting the Chapter Trailer to the Fly
in, and to Richard and Jayme Robbins, our hosts. 

Our Fly-in this month is at Aero-Country 
Airport at Clair Button's hangar. We'll rendez
vous at the hangar, and then move to the Cafe for 
lunch. This way if the weather is not cooperative, 
we will be inside. There should be enough 
vehicles present to give rides from Clair's hangar 
up to the Cafe and back. So, the hot dog wagon 
will not be present and we'll enjoy the Cafe's 
food . 

It's the end of the year, which is a good time 
to reflect over some of our events of the past 
year. We had, I believe, seven first flights this 
year. Monroe McDonald has done a great job 
setting up our programs, providing us with 
interesting speakers. Our Fly-ins have been well 
attended and we have all enjoyed the camara
derie. Our Chapter handled Flight Line Opera
tions at the Kerrville Fly-in with Jerry Bidle 
directing. We have had good participation in our 
Young Eagles Flights. I know we'll do better next 
year in this area as we get used to doing them. 

Sam Cooper has done a great job as editor of 
this newsletter. Don Lewis has kept the money 
and membership straight, along with Rance Rupp 
working on the mailing labels and membership 
roster. Take a moment the next time you see hard 
working members and compliment them on their 
efforts. Not one of us can do it alone, or go it 
alone, and I appreciate everybody's efforts on 
behalf of this Chapter and EAA. So thanks from 
me to all the people who have helped throughout 
the year. 

This is my last column. Next year Sam Cooper 
gets to write this, and I can just read it. Being 
President has been fun, and rewarding. The 
membership has been supportive and has contri
buted when asked. I will not miss writing this 
column, as I don't consider myself much of a 
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writer. I've enjoyed serving the Chapter and 
furthering EAA. I will continue as an active 
member of the Chapter and look forward to 
further association with each of you, as I consider 
you all as friends. Thanks again for your support 
and help. 

Our monthly Meeting will be the annual 
Christmas party. The Chapter is buying ham and 
turkey, so bring a covered dish along and we'll 
have a fine dinner. See details elsewhere in this 
Newsletter. Merry Christmas to all! 

See you at the meeting! Gary 
P.S. Bring a gag gift and a friend along! 

As some of you know, this will be my last 
issue as Newsletter Editor for Chapter 168. Steve 
Horn has agreed to take over my responsibilities 
as editor of Hangar Echoes. 

I would like to thank all of the Chapter 
members who provided pictures, articles, and 
first flights ('93 was a terrific year), for inclusion 
in the newsletter. You made my job easier, and 
helped bring more of our local aviation scene to 
the other members. Remember, this is our news
letter, not the editor's. Member input is always 
vital to the quality of our newsletter. I trust that 
Steve will enjoy the same level of assistance. 

Thanks for your support. 
Sam Cooper 
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FRED ZIMRING 

EAA Legal Advisory Council 

Zimring & Langley, P.C. 
Office Alpha 
13140 Coit Rd .. Suite 203 
Dallas. TX 75240 
(214) 437-3700 

EAA 
EAA Aviation Center 
P.O. Box 3086 
Oshkosh. Wisconsin 54903-3086 
(414) 426-4800 



Red Marron 
Refueling N202TX in Tucumcari NM. Boyd checks his flight bag while the other RVs 

wait their turn. 

Van's Homecoming cont'd: 
flies an MD 11 overseas for American, handled all 
communications for us. 

After leaving Farmington, we headed for 
Cedar City UT. Enroute we flew over Monument 
Valley, Lake Powell, and Bryce Canyon. A 
private plane is truly a beautiful way to see the 
West, as in lots of areas, few, if any, roads exist. 
At Cedar City, we refueled and stayed the night. 
Martin and Claudia recommended the lodging 
and restaurants, they were right on again. 

Taking off at daybreak, we flew to Winne
mucca NV, where lots of gold mining is still 
being done. The next destination was Cottage 
Grove OR. On our way there we flew over 
Crater Lake, which still had some snow around it 
in August. Cottage Grove is at 640', so we 
literally dropped in from 6,000 feet plus. The 
airport is surrounded by tall pine trees, and is a 
must see if you're up around Eugene OR. 

On our way to Hillsboro OR, we could hear 
lots of other RVs on 122.75 homing into Van's, 
and Sunset Acres. Sunset Acres is 4,000' by at 
least 300' of grass. Almost 100 RVs were lined 
up together on both sides of the runway. Van's 
original plant and offices are on one end of the 
runway. In the hangar, we saw two new 
experimental versions of wing tips. as well as 
stacks being test flown. 
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Since we had to leave early, Bob Brashear and 
Cecil McRee, briefed Boyd and I on flying the 
Columbia River back from Portland to Twin Falls 
ID and then to Laramie WY., at 7,200 feet. Bob 
has flown to Van's many times, and a voice of 
experience is always helpful in cross-country 
flight, especially with mountainous areas along 
your route. 

Our last stop was Liberal KS, and then back to 
Aero Country for a total of 21 hours of tach time. 
We averaged 7.6 GPH and fuel costs totaled 
$380. Boyd flew back the entire way, and did a 
fine job of it. He has the RV-6 down pat. 

We had beautiful weather for the entire trip, a 
great group, and no problems at all. So, we all 
planned on doing it again next year. 

George Carroll (214) 637-3598 

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMP ANY 
7204PARWEii 

(ANSON I HINES Near Boy Seoul Bldg.) 

DALLAS,TEXAS75235 
AN • MS • NAS HARDWARE & ACCES50f\1£S 



The December 7th Meeting will be the annual 
Chapter 168 Christmas party. The dinner will be 
covered dish, so bring in your favorite casseroles, 
side dishes, salads, vegetables and desserts. The 
Chapter will be providing ham, turkey, and 
drinks. Spouses, significant others, and offspring 
are welcome. We will be starting at about 6:00 
p.m. , and will have the room until 10:00 p.m. 

After the dinner there will be an optional 
White Elephant Gift Exchange. A White Elephant 
gift is required for participation, but spectators 
will be welcome. We do ask that you bring some
thing different than what you received last year. 

Due to an oversight, one of our Chapter 
volunteers for the Kerrville '93 FLO was 
overlooked. We would like to extend our thanks 
and apologies to Monroe McDonald for his help 
during the Fly-in. 
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The EAA '94 Calendars which the Chapter has 
purchased have arrived. They will be available at 
the Chapter l\feetings for $7.50. This is a savings 
compared to N ational's price, plus you get to 
look before you buy. See our Treasurer, Don 
Lewis, at the back of the Meeting room. 

Your newsletter editor has been compiling the 
other EAA Chapter newsletters which we receive 
in exchange for our own. These are kept in two 
binders marked "Newsletter Exchange", which 
are kept at the back of the Meeting room. The 
contents include newsletters from about a dozen 
other Texas E.-\A Chapters as well as communi
cations from 1\"ational (Chapter Gram and Tech
nical Counselor News) . These can be borrowed 
by Chapter members for perusal at their leisure. 
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AIT~ca. 
RAYMOND MORT, P.E. 
Regiatenid Engineer 

324 Hillview Drive 
Hunt, Texu 76054 

Bua: (817) 282-6940 
FAX(817)282-6969 

HMIIMR 36 :~~ 
AIEfiQ .. COUNTfiY Al~PO~f 
The Dallas Sport Aviation Airport 
Hangar Spaced Available for EAA Members 
Antique - Cllasic - Homebuilt - !Experimamall 

Hangar has water/ electric/toilet/phone 
CONTACT: Clair J. Button ( 214) 231-6070 

Hangar Phone 1 (214) 347-2344 

526 INTERURBAN/RICHARDSON. TX 75081 /(214) 234-1143 
2929 CUSTER PKWY/PLANO. TX 75075/(214) 596-5556 

- BATTERIES -

E-,V-§ 
NI-CADS, Gt:.L CELLS, 
ALKALINE, LITHIUM 

"W0 Build Battery Packsn 
19.50 East Arapaho, Suito 11126 

Richaidson, Texas 75080 
(214) 231-5351 
1-000-776-5267 
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By John Clary, a.k.a. Igor's Master 

Allow me to introduce myself, without 
actually using any names. I have a very small, but 
comfortably successful toy company located 
somewhere in the Southeast of the U.S.A., 
comfortable enough that I can afford to buy a 
small airstrip and call it home. I have a couple of 
ultralights, a T-craft replica, and the airplane I'm 
about to tell a story about, a MiG 29. 

I was at an industrial conference in the Carib
bean, trying to see if we could sell our toys 
cheaper if we made some of them offshore. We 
can't but I had to check. I met this Cuban guy 
that I'll call Julio, only because that's about as far 
from his real name as I can think up a phony 
Spanish first name. Julio wanted out of Cuba, 
permanently. He wanted to know ifl would 
sponsor him for a small fee, something he could 
get me from Cuba. 

I said, "Sure, can you get me a MiG?" 
What would you have done? 
He said that because of the embargo, and the 

fall of the USSR, that the Mi Gs were at a loss for 
spare parts, and as a result not too well guarded. 
Since they had no missiles or cannon shells to 
load them with, they weren't considered usable 
for a counter-revolution. And since fuel was so 
hard to come by, they didn't fly much anymore. 
But he knew where there was some jet fuel left 
ove~ from the Soviet occupation that was still 
good, and where there were some MiGs in good 
shape, that could carry two people across to 
where my toy factory is in the US. 

I said cool, what did he need me to do to 
facilitate his departure? 

He said he would need the lat-Ion coordinates 
of the airstrip I wanted the plane delivered to, 
and I would need to set a homing beam aligned 
with the runway and be able to give him the 
altimeter setting in millibars that would cause a 
readout of zero altitude at field level. I have that 
gear down at the toy factory, so I kept getting 
deeper and deeper. 

What would you have done? 
After the conference I managed to keep up a 

message net to Julio, to give him the lat-Ion of 
my airstrip . I thought Julio was going to be 
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bringing me a MiG 21-UTI, which is a two seat 
version of the MiG 21, but I was very wrong. I 
got a message back from Julio that he and a 
friend would be coming on the first clear night 
after the next full moon. I got the transmitter set 
up, and got the portable weather station set up to 
give the local altimeter setting in millibars, and 
waited. The night of the full moon was as clear as 
a bell from Ohio clear to Venezuela, and so was 
the night after. I turned on the transmitter at 
sundown, and waited on 122.9 MHz for my MiG 
to show up. 

A few minutes after O 100 I heard the sound of 
a jet at low altitude and heard a call on the radio 
asking for the local altimeter setting. I called it 
out, said the runway alignment that was active, 
and told him he was number one to land, our 
code phrase for get it down quick. I didn't want 
my neighbors to wake up and call someone. I 
have some nosy neighbors sometimes, but they 
slept through this affair. We had a guy there to 
take the pilot to another sponsor, and I got the 
stuff ready for the airplane. I had prepared my 
neighbors for the sight of a new airplane by 
saying I was making a large prop for a TV 

TEX-AIR PARTS, INC. 

ii 
DISTRIBUTOR FOR AVIATION SUPPLIES 

Dopes & Fabric Supplies 

Beech/Cessna/Mooney/Piper 
Aircraft Paris 

Over 100,000 Different Pnrt Numbers In Stock 
All In stock Items PrlcP.d nt WI IOLESALE or Below. 

When II come• to senv1ce. AVAILABILIW, And venv COMPETITIVE F'nlCING hy, 
lEX-AIR FOR ALL YOU AVIATION NEEDS. 

Meacham Fleld Airport - Branch 
~201 N. MAln St., Bldg N2 

rort Worth, TPXAS 76106 
817 429-6938 

Addison Airport - Brancl 
~500 RAHIII Ln ., Suite 109 

DaftAS, TexAO 75248 
214 931-9896 or (800) 237-2635 

ce 
3724 N. Commerce St. 

fort Wo1th, Toxns 76106-2710 
(A 17) 624-981!2 or (800) 458-1535 

Fl\/\ Member:, necl)lve 11n Additlon11I 5% Discount on Most Items. 



«This basic kit contains truz 
fin<2st sitka spr-uca in its 
natural fol"m .... " 

commercial for a new line of toys. 
Well, that pilot was really good, because my 

strip is grass, and while it's long for a T-craft or 
an ultralight, it's freaking short for any kind of jet 
fighter other than a Harrier. He only went about 
twenty feet or so into the weeds at the end of the 
strip, which is better than I can do without brakes 
on the T-craft at night. Anyway, the weeds aren't 
too bad, and we got the MiG out in about 5 
minutes of pulling with the winch on the ultralight 
trailer. 

About then I started noticing that this wasn't a 
MiG 21 of any variety. I didn't have time to talk 
about it, because they had to take Julio and his 
friend out of there in a hurry in case they had 
been spotted on radar. (They had, but the Cuban 
AF pilot that brought me my MiG was using a 
varying speed profile that made him look like a 
reflection from a patch of rough water, and he 
wasn't followed .) I had my MiG, and in a few 
days Julio would have his freedom . 

The next day I got to take a good look at my 
MiG, and I saw that this for sure was no 21 . The 
pilot had left me instructions in broken English on 
how to open and close the canopy, so I climbed 
up and took a look around, a systems class if you 
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will. (My wife calls it playing airplane, but I keep 
telling her you have to make the right noises 
when you do the systems exercise or the training 
isn't as good.) The pilot had left behind a helmet, 
with no name on it. Now that I have had time to 
think about it, he had his helmet with him when 
he left, so this must have been one he stole for 
me. That was thoughtful of him, I guess. Anyway 
I put the helmet on and played air-, did a systems 
exercise, for the rest of the day. 

Well, I had my MiG, and it was a beauty. The 
weapons systems were gone, but who needed 
those in our country anyway? But what was I 
going to do with it? I couldn't very well take it to 
fly-ins to enter in the Warbird Class, it was too 
new, and there would be too many questions to 
answer. But I did have the beginnings of a 
thought of something neat to do with my new 
bird. 

The first thing I had to do was improve my 
strip to MiG standards. I got back in touch with 
the pilot that had brought Julio and my MiG in. 
He had a set of Russian language manuals for the 
plane, so I set about learning enough Russian to 
read the manuals, with his and Julio's help. Julio, 

AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST 
Airport Residential lots and Hanger sites. 

Restricted 
Munlclpol W0ter 

contact John Austin.,.. l-34 7-2030 

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT 

JOHNSON INSURANCE & LEASING 

DELMO JOHNSON. OWNER 

15790 DOOLEY 
DALLAS. TEXAS 75234 

458 -7400 458-7550 



I found out, had been a logistics officer in the 
same squadron as the pilot, and had done most of 
the arranging for the MiG 29 to be in such good 
shape. He had arranged also for the helmet to be 
left behind so I could plug into the systems for 
my exercises. The two of them knew a lot of 
Russian, and I learned the manuals forwards and 
backwards, in Russian. I still have to recite the 
checklist in Russian when I get to fly it. From 
that I learned the necessary field length and other 
needs of the airplane, and began to improve my 
strip accordingly. 

I managed to get most of the improvements 
past my neighbors by doing them right out in the 
open and saying they were "for safety reasons" . 
The tricky stuff, like the short field arrestor, I did 
mostly at night and covered my tracks well. My 
neighbors never did find out. Until now that is. 
But I really did improve the field for my other 
operations, so it wasn't a total loss in that respect. 
I have the best grass strip in the Southeast, 
maybe the world. 

What would you have done? 
To familiarize myself with fighter tactics, and 

to make a few bucks in the interim, I got back in 
touch with the Cuban AF pilot and had Julio help 
us build a cockpit simulator for the MiG 29. I 
used this as a basis for a coin-op arcade game 
that has netted a tidy sum for the Toy Co. over 
the last year (yes, that quarter-eater was my 
idea). 

The Cuban AF pilot and Julio also taught me 
everything they knew about flying the 29 in a 
"high threat" environment, which for me was 
every time I fired the thing up. I learned every
thing there is to know about flying the MiG in air 
combat, especially the defensive parts, because I 
didn't have any missiles or cannon to shoot back 
with. As I was saying, I had this idea about 
something I could do with the MiG. 

Finally the big day had arrived, or I should say 
night, because I could only fly my MiG at night, 
with a phony TV camera to make it look like a 
commercial was being made. I actually got to 
take off and fly the pattern for a few minutes and 
shoot some T &G's. I only had a few minutes 
because that was all the fuel we had left from the 
trip from Cuba. 
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BELA'S AIRCRAFT 
ENG. AND ACCY. SHOP 

F.A.A. CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION SG1R479K 
2 711 BROOKFIELD 

DAU.AS. TEXAS 7 5 2 3 5 

BELA AMBRUS 
ENGINE SPECIALIST 214/351-1172 

D.E. CHRISTIANSEN, 0.0., P.A. 
Family Medicine 

Aviation Medical Examiner 

Office 298-6174 
Ans. Service 521-4111 

222 S. Cedar Ridge 
Duncanville, Texas 751 16 

Office Hours By Appointment 

LAKEVIEW AIRPORT 
Rentals Include JJ Cub and C-150 
Lake Dallas ......... 817-497-7496 

Aircraft Retrieval 
Damaged Aircraft Storage 

Stephen Smith 

Used Parts 
Buy & Sell Problem Aircraft 

(214) 227-111 1 
(800) 336-6399 

FAX (214) 227-61 76 



It was great! The power, the handling was like 
nothing I had ever experienced. I wanted more, 
but I needed more fuel first, and a little mainten
ance on those Russky engines was in order also. 
I'm a fingernails dirty kind of guy, so I did the 
tuneup on the jets, after I had digested the 
(Russian language) manuals. The fuel problem 
was a little more difficult to deal with, as none of 
my A/C needed the 5000 gallons or so of 
kerosene that the Russian turbofans on reheat 
(afterburner to aviators on our side of the Big 
Pond) could burn in an hour. What to do? 

What to do was to buy a small jet engine and 
put it in one of the ultralights, and give it an N
number. Simple actually. The small turbo-prop 
was a big improvement in climb and top speed, 
but the fuel economy was awful. At low levels, 
the turboprop will never replace the piston engine 
unless they can reduce the fuel burn and make 
them cheaper to maintain. But I did have a decent 
excuse for installing a large underground tank 
and getting it filled with jet fuel. I also had the 
furnace switched to Kerosene and had another 
tank installed for it. This gave me almost 2000 
gallons of fuel to load up ifl needed it, or about 
40 minutes of flying time at normal cruise. I had 
enough fuel for my little idea now. 

What would you have done? 
I now began to spend more time in the Toy 

Co.'s electronics lab, working with old movie 
clips and digital speech processors, and creating 
the piece de resistance of my idea. I must have 
spent hours just on a fraction of a second of 
speech, because everything had to be perfect the 
first time, because there wouldn't ever be a 
second time. 

I started checking with some USAF buddies of 
mine about any radar blips I had created out by 
the strip, trying not to let on that I had created 
them. But I did want some kind of investigation 
of the next one, because I had a surprise for 
them. Not a nasty surprise, mind you, that would 
be out of character for me. But I did have a 
surpnse. 

What would you have done? 
I had practiced for hundreds of hours with the 

Cuban AF pilot in the simulator, and managed to 
get about 20 hours in the actual NC. I was as 
ready as I could get, with what time and money I 
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BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC. 
320 F.M. 1885 E. 

Weatherford, TX 76086 

BOBBY OSBORN 
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presents: 

.Jan Col/mer 
Aerobatics 
Pitts S2B 
Low Level Aero Performance 
• Torque Rolls 
• Tail Slides 
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817-682-4220 

Jan Collmer 
14368 Proton Road 
Dallas. TX 75244 
(214) 233-1589 
Fax(214)233-0481 

AE R• MI LLER 
Bruce Mi l l e r , F light Ins t ruc to r 
Ai r p lan e, Glider, or T o ildrogger 

Bo x 54 7, P,ospe,, TX 750 78 
( 214 ) 3 ,6 - 2831 

LONE STAR 
PILOT SHOP 
ADDISON AIRPORT 

LARRY & EARLETTE SHULTS 

4574 CLAIRE CHENNAULT, DALLAS, TX 75248 
214/250-6781 

FAX 214 / 407-9383 



had to work with. I had to do it now, because I 
couldn't keep spending the money like this. Even 
Julio's help in making the Toy Co. a financial 
machine of juggernaut strength couldn't support 
this operation much longer. 

I took off and buzzed my most northerly 
neighbor's house, making sure that this faithful 
member of the John Birch Society could see the 
Cuban markings on the side of the NC. As pre
dicted, he called the closest USAF base about 50 
miles away. In short order, they sent out a pair of 
F-1 S's just to check out the blip on their screens 
in case the nut on the phone was correct and 
Cuba had invaded the US, and somehow man
aged to get a jet fighter almost 300 nm inland 
without doing any kind of damage in the 
meantime, etc. 

I spotted the F-15's above me at about 10 
miles out, since I knew which way they had to 
come, and I had binoculars. I broke in on them to 
get their attention, went across their noses at 
about 600 kts and broke hard again to pull six on 
them. As I got lined up on the lead F-15 I slipped 
the tape I had been working on into the com 
system and broadcast on the F-15's air-to-air 
frequency. 

The dulcet tones of Humphrey Bogart rang 
out over the airwaves, "You have a Bogey on 
your six, Schveetheart, Fox one!" 

What would you have done? 

GIVE A GIFT THEY WILL NEVER FORGET! 

l] PARAPLANEPOWEREDPARACHUTECERTD1CATE! Includes: 
• 15 min. P11111plane solo flight, after one, 90min. lesson 
• Two-way mdio supervision by fllctmy trained instructor! 
• Pamplane Certification 

. · ~~ 
2) TWO-SEAT ULTRALIGHT LF.SSON! Includes: ~ --

• Preflightimlruction ~ • 20 min. scenic flight with a USUA irunructor . · 
• 30 day membemhip in USUS Asso. • :;.-; 

-.. • I 

P11111plane Gift Certificate ........................ 589 ~ · , .. . . 
IBlllllight Gift Certificate ........ ........ ........ 535 · 

FUfUREFLIGHT INC I00CR392 P1ince1on. TX 75-407 l - 214- 736-6000 

SPRUCE 

~::sPARS 
~ - ::cAPSTRIPS 

4130 STEEL 

XTUBING 
XSHEET 

PLYWOOD STITS 

~ ::HIL-P-6070 \. ~ XfABRICS 
~::METRIC ~ ::coATINGS 

ADHESIVES , ~ HARDWARE 

ai= ::T-88 ®@v 
tHi ::FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE KITS 

FOAM & FIBERGLASS~::KR-l ~ KR-2 

/""')) ::poLVURETHANE 
~ ::RES ms &' CLOTH 

~ 4t[~~-!v~ ~'~e~;~-~~Y 1S~1 la 
Phone: 903/527-3817 
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Submitting Articles to Hangar Echoes EAA Chapter 168 Officers 
The editor welcomes input and articles from Chapter 

President Gary Hansen -H6-0099 
168 members on topics related to sport aviation. It is 

Vice President Monroe McDonald 352-1564 
preferred that submissions be made on an MS-DOS floppy 

Secretary Sam Cooper 424-6930 
disk (5 1/4" or 3 1/2"). A number of file formats can be 

Treasurer Don Lewis 661-1946 
imported by the editor. but ASCII te:\t is the lowest 

H.E.Editor Sam Cooper 424-6930 
common denominator. All disks and artwork will be 
returned. Board of Jerry Bidle 517-0946 

Hangar Echoes is composed using Microsoft Word for Directors Don Christiansen 298-6531 
Windows 2.0 running under Windows 3.1. The masters Johnnie Eskue 231-5217 

are printed on an HP Laserjet IIIP. Les Palmer 241-4387 
Frank Prokop 495-2565 

Classifieds: Aviation ads can be placed by Chapter Brownie Seals 248-4335 
members free of charge. Jay Shear 243-3007 

Wanted: Fabric covered Left Wing for Technical Mel Asberry 517-5070 

Aerocoupe. Call Robert DeMunck at 214/727- Counselors Owen Bruce 231-3946 

3026. Steve Marchand 475-0571 
Brownie Seals 248-4335 

Free: Sport Aviation magazines from 1/79 Jim Rushing 727-5630 

through 12/83 . Call Bill Koepp at 214/348-4878. Advertising Faye Troxel 492-5530 

For Sale: Kitfox, 130 hrs, Rotax 532 70 hrs, 
Chapter Trailer Tom Moe 442-7997 
Data Processing Rance Rupp 288-8452 

new 3 blade prop. Lots of extras, flies great. Fly-ins Sue Whitesell 380-5976 
$13 ,000/offer. Call John at 214/517- 0756. Gov't Liason Mutt Way 416-4692 

Librarian Ernie Ludwick 241-1185 
Wanted: I'm looking for a Tailwind, flying Meetings Ralph Haroldson 358-3710 

and ready to go. $10,000 or less(?). Small engine Safety Officer Mel Asberry 517-5070 
is fine. Call Johnnie Eskue at 214/661-6343 work Tool Custodian Ernie Ludwick 241-1185 

or 214/231-5217 home. Young Eagles Gery! Mortensen 250-4719 

IHIS IS S~ICTLY "5TATE·OF·Tt-1€-HEARr" AVIATION/ 
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